Supporting reading comprehension at home

Book bands and Phonic ability
Colour bands in the Early years and KS1.

Lilac Pink Red Yellow Blue Green Orange Turquoise Purple Gold

White Lime + Star library

• The children will be reading a colour banded book when they have reached the appropriate
point to begin reading and can blend sounds. The colour band of your child's book is matched
to their progress in learning the phonics code. Their book will contain sounds they have
learnt so far in school that they know. There are general guidelines about which book bands
should be covered within each year.

• Please remember however that children learn in different ways and make progress at
different times.
• As a rough guide, children are expected to reach (Lime) at seven or eight years old. Children
who read above Lime level are reading fairly fluently and although some books are still
graded above this level, children are reading such a wide range of material that the banding
becomes not so important.
• Please see the Parent information sheet for reading sent home. This is also available on our
school website.

It is not a race
• All children learn at different rates
• The children are continually assessed so that your child’s phonics progress and
your child’s reading books are matched to their ability and are given to the
children at appropriate stages in their reading development.
• Children should be reading comfortably at a 95% confidence level
• We are encouraging children to read books more than once to gain a deeper
understanding of what they have read.
• First read – Decoding
• Second read – Developing fluency
• Third read – Understanding the text

Why is it so important to focus on developing your child’s comprehension of a text?

•
•
•
•

Children take part in regular whole class reading sessions, individual and paired
work, group reading and individual reading.
You can have a child who struggles with reading but can have a high quality
comprehension of a text.
You can have a child extremely able to read a text yet have very little
understanding of the what they have read.
It is really important that we help develop children’s comprehension of a text and
this all centred around questioning them and talking to them about books and
you can support this greatly.

• All children in year 1/2 access reading comprehension
every week during stand alone lessons, group and
individual reading and story time.
• The more exposure children have to new vocabulary,
reading and talking about books and answering
questions the more you will develop their
understanding.
• As you know, we encourage children to read three
times a week at home. Regular reading at home can
have a significant impact on your child’s achievements
in all areas. It is also important to read for decoding,
fluency and comprehension.

To tackle the reading of any book or text extract, in Y1&2 we teach the children
how to answer five different types of question, based on what they have read.
Meet the ‘totally pawsome’ gang who will help us to answer each different type of question

Vocabulary Victor

Rex Retriever

Sequencing Suki

Inference Iggy

Predicting Pip

Reading skills
Deduction
Look for the clues in the text. Sometimes the answer is there in front of you! This is literal information.

Vocabulary Victor
1a. Draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts
Victor is there to help you to think about the words the author uses.
He might help you to work out what words mean, ask you to find words the author
has used or give another word which means the same as one of the author’s
choices.
Rex Retriever
1b. Identify/explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts, such as characters,
events, titles and information.
Rex is there to help you to answer questions by finding the answer in the text. Rex
might ask you what the characters are called, what they do, what the name of the
chapter is or what you have learned about a particular topic.

Sequencing-Everything in order
Texts are organised and ordered in a certain way. This may be a sequenced story or a non-fiction text organised in a
certain way to make it easier for the reader to understand.

Sequencing Suki
1c. Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts.
Suki is there to help you to think about the order things happen in.
She might ask you to put different events from the text into the order they
happened. She may ask you what happened first or last. She could ask you to
match events to the day or time they happened.

Inference-Read between the lines You need to infer what has happened by having an understanding of the whole
text, working something out from what you have read in a text even though you may not have read it!

Inference Iggy
1d. Make inferences from the text
Iggy is there to help you to hunt for clues in the text and encourage you to think
about what you see or have read as a whole and what you think about it.
These clues might help you to work out how someone is feeling, why somebody
did something or why something is happening.
The two types of question that Inference Iggy likes to ask most are: ‘why?’ and
‘how do you know?’

Prediction-What you think
Think about what is going to happen in the future.

Predicting Pip
1e. Predict what might happen on the basis of what
has been read so far.
Pip is there to help you to see into the future.
She will try to help you to work out what might happen next based on what you
have already read and what you know about that type of text.

1a draw on
knowledge of
vocabulary to
understand texts
Use the example
question sheets from
the totally pawsome
gang to focus in on
developing that
particular skill when
reading at home.
For example a Victor
vocabulary question
might ask…….

1b identify / explain
key aspects of fiction
and non-fiction texts,
such as characters,
events, titles and
information
Use the example
question sheets from
the totally pawsome
gang to focus in on
developing that
particular skill when
reading at home.
For example a Victor
vocabulary question
might ask…….

We have provided you with
some resources that will help
encourage your child’s
comprehension at home.
The children are exploring these
skills in school. Theses will help
you talk about and understand
what your child is reading.

If your child has
particularly good
comprehension they can
build on this by exploring
the areas below.

Build on well developed
comprehension by
exploring questions
through Cassie the
commentator and Arlo
the Author.

Promoting a Love of Reading
• When your child brings a reading book home, aim to read at least 3 times per
week. This has a significant impact on your child’s literacy skills.
• You can model good reading not only with your child’s reading book but by using
any books or reading material at home to encourage talk when reading.
• Practise the sounds your child is sent home, the letter formation and the actions
that go with these.
• Children never tire of listening to their parents read and love to hear their
favourites again and again.
• Children love the time spent being comfortable.
• Try to establish a routine.
• Talk about the pictures, characters, what might happen next and how you would
have ended the story. Practise the question types shown.

Reading for pleasure
• We have developed a Reading Spine of recommended books for Year 1 & 2. This
is a core of essential books covering a variety of genres and reflect our nations
cultural diversity and experiences. It includes books that can be read by the child
themselves or those suitable for sharing.
• Your child can also borrow a book from our class library each week. Library books
will be signed out and should be returned to school the following Monday.
• The aim of class library is to further develop reading for pleasure and extend their
exposure to a variety of books. It is an opportunity for you to share positive
reading experiences together.

